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THE EXHIBITIONS
Starting this year, the Maison d’Ailleurs has decided to offer its public two exhibitions: an
artistic exhibition in the main building of the museum (“Transformations!”) and an exhibition
based on the museum’s “toy” collection in the Espace Jules Verne (He-Man and The Masters
of the Universe). Visitors to the Yverdon institution will therefore be able to discover two
projects, two concepts and two subject matters: the broadening of perspectives and
questionings will thus make the best use of the museum spaces and allow everyone to
contemplate various themes.
• The first, “Transformations!”, is an exhibition which, between origins and recuperations,
seeks to highlight the transformations – in particular censorship – which have affected the
superhero comic book market since its creation at the end of the 1930s. You will also see
how the eleven artists invited by the museum – in particular Mr. Garcin (F) and Sam Van
Olffen (F) – draw on the repertoire of the cultural industry to offer us a unique vision of
the human condition. This vision is moreover opposed to the negative judgment that is
generally placed on this same industry, namely cultural goods produced using industrial
methods. It is true that since the reflections of Adorno and Horkheimer initiated in 1944,
all cultural productions belonging to this industry have been attacked because they
are considered, by default, to be mere entertainment: books, comic books, films, video
games and certain music could therefore never compete with works praised by artistic or
academic circles. This a priori judgment would legitimise our disinterest in these cultural
goods, except for a moment of escape and certainly of pleasure, but above all is too
simple: we therefore do not analyse them, we consume them without seeking what they
are trying to tell us because, it seems, they have nothing more to tell us than the ambition
to generate money. Now, and this would no doubt have irritated the critical thinkers of
the first half of the 20th century, this cultural industry – otherwise known as “popular
industry” – is increasingly frequented by the public, including the well-read: we now study
at university the previously neglected literary genres: blockbusters, comic books, video
games. It is therefore legitimate to ask: why would the goods produced by the cultural
industry necessarily be aesthetically poor? Instrumentalised by companies? Unable to be
recognised as works in their own right?
• The second, “He-Man and The Masters of the Universe”, reminds us that in the early
1980s, this franchise hit the toy shelves. Developed by Mattel, the maker already famous
for imagining the Barbie doll, these muscular figures move in a dichotomous and savage
world where Heroes of Good and Geniuses of Evil clash. This new range established
itself within a few years through some forty different figurines, some animals, original
vehicles, including a mechanical spider and a technological dragonfly, as well as several
giant buildings, including the famous Castle Grayskull. Meanwhile, the adventures of the
Masters of the Universe were broadcasted on television in the form of a cartoon that will
mark popular culture with its 130 episodes. However, and even if this marketing product
is very anchored in its time, it has continued to reappear in the contemporary cultural
field by the production of toys, cartonns, a film, comics and a significant number of
derivatives products. The saga of this popular toy should therefore be considered as a
transgenerational medium in which a number of societal upheavals are expressed; the toy
functions as a point of reference in a constantly changing world. Therefore, by summoning
the characters of He-Man and Skeletor in this exhibition, the Maison d’Ailleurs seeks, on the
one hand, to understand a phenomenon which today has acquired the status of a universal
stereotype in touch with the contemporary world, and, on the other hand, to observe the
transformation of a common object into a nostalgic image, sometimes sardonic, and often
diverted by alternative cultures.
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“Transformations!”

© Mr. Garcin

© Travis Durden

© Zoran Cardula
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© Cihan Ünalan

© Richard Tran

© Lewis Forde
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“He-Man and The Masters of the Universe”
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ARTISTS AND SCENOGRAPHY
The exhibition “Transformations!” is a large-scale exhibition with monumental and immersive
scenography, which brings together the works of 11 international artists with an exceptional
collection – that of the collector and co-curator of the exhibition: Jean-Michel Ferragatti –
and the collections of the Maison d’Ailleurs.
The invited artists:
•

Mr. Garcin (France)

•

Sam Van Olffen (France)

•

Travis Durden (France)

•

Richard Tran (France)

•

Andreas Englund (Sweden)

•

Adrian Tranquilli (Italy)

•

Salvador Anguiano (Mexico)

•

Zoran Cardula (Macedonia)

•

Lewis Forde (Great Britain)

•

Cihan Ünalan (Turkey)

•

Justin Van Genderen (United States)

Some images from the scenography, designed by the Illustre Atelier:

Room 1

Room 3

Room 5

Room 6
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AROUND THE EXHIBITIONS
06.02.2022 – 08.01.2023
WORKS AND ITEMS PRESENTED IN THE EXHIBITIONS
Transformations!
• 20 artworks by the artist Mr. Garcin
• 11 artworks by the artist Sam van Olffen
• 13 artworks by the artist Travis Durden
• 6 artworks by the artist Andreas Englund
• 3 artworks by the artist Richard Tran
• 7 artworks by the artist Zoran Cardula
• 2 artworks by the artist Lewis Forde
• 4 artworks by the artist Cihan Ünalan
• 2 artworks by the artist Justin Van Genderen
• 1 artwork by the artist Salvador Anguiano
• 1 artwork by the artist Adrian Tranquilli
• 35 old newspapers from the collection of Jean-Michel Ferragatti
• 14 old comic books from the collection of Jean-Michel Ferragatti
• 12 original drawings from the collection of Jean-Michel Ferragatti
• 76 comic books from the collections of the Maison d’Ailleurs
• 5 old novels from the collections of the Maison d’Ailleurs
• 2 old pulp magazines from the collections of the Maison d’Ailleurs
• 4 interactive installations created by the Maison d’Ailleurs and Impact Vision Sàrl
• 5 extracts of films selected by the Maison d’Ailleurs
He-Man and The Masters of the Universe
• 70 toys (figurines, vehicles, etc.) from the collections of the Maison d’Ailleurs
• 22 derivative products (comics, etc.) from the collections of the Maison d’Ailleurs

© Adrian Tranquilli

© Mr. Garcin
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CULTURAL MEDIATION PROGRAMME
– Super-equipment for a super-visit
Our wish is that all our visitors be transformed by their experience at the museum! This is
why we are providing them with super-equipment to enhance their visit to the exhibition!
Paper or digital? Whether you choose the tour booklet, the audio guide or the recreational
route, you will find support tools that are as informative as they are entertaining, available
free of charge in French, English and German.
– A la carte guided tours
Embark on guided tours that will take you to the planet Krypton! Dressed in their capes and
armed with secret weapons, the museum guides will take you through the hidden history of
superheroes, from their birth in American comic books to their astonishing transformation
into works of art. Special family visit: meet on the last Sundays of the holidays and rise to the
challenges!
– School groups
For schools, the Maison d’Ailleurs opens its doors every day, including Mondays, and outside
of official opening hours. On a free visit, teachers will lead their students through the twists
and turns of the exhibition, guided by the educational package made available to them.
Notebook in hand, students aged 8 to 12 will be able to observe their favourite heroes up
close, and even draw them. We also offer “tailor-made” tours and, for the most inspired,
writing workshops. Two free visits for teachers will take place on Wednesday, February 9, and
Thursday, February 17, at 5pm. To register: mediation@ailleurs.ch.
– Activities for young people and families (programme on www.ailleurs.ch/agenda)
The whole year will be punctuated by adventures for families. Chase the Joker at “PâKOMUZé”,
fly over Yverdon-les-Bains during the Night of the Museums or celebrate your favourite
heroine at the Mother’s Day “Bricobrunch”. During the holidays, our mediation workshop
will even turn into a “Batcave”, so that masked vigilantes can engage in all kinds of activities
ranging from “stop motion” to comics.
– Events not to be missed (full details on www.ailleurs.ch/agenda)
The unmissable “Rendez-vous d’Ailleurs” are as follows:
• The “Gourmet Tours” will delight your taste buds during a guided tour by Marc Atallah,
director of the Maison d’Ailleurs, accompanied by some delicious fare prepared by our
partners.
• The “Treasures of the Maison d’Ailleurs” invite you to immerse yourself in the heart of our
collections, with commentary by Frédéric Jaccaud, curator of the museum.
• The “Cin&Blabla” offers screenings of science fiction films followed by enriching lectures
by our guests and partners: AMDA (Association of Friends of the Maison d’Ailleurs), FIFF
or UNIL.
• The “Pop Invaders” evenings are ideal for fun moments under the aegis of our shop, to
discover wacky board games or to learn retro-gaming.
– A museum for all: Culture Inclusive Label
A place of openness and get-togethers, the Maison d’Ailleurs is committed, in partnership
with Pro Infirmis, to developing sustainable measures to welcome people with disabilities
and to encourage their participation in the life of the museum. Our inclusive culture projects
will soon be published on: www.ailleurs.ch.
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PROGRAMME OF THE VERNISSAGE
The Foundation of the Maison d’Ailleurs is pleased to invite you, on February 5, 2022, from
5pm in Yverdon-les-Bains, to the opening of its new exhibition, “Transformations!”, in the
presence of the artists Mr. Garcin and Sam Van Olffen, as well as the collector and co-curator
of the exhibition, Jean-Michel Ferragatti. Between exceptional collections and redesigned
artistic works, this exhibition seeks to shed light on the modifications – in particular censorship
– which have affected the superhero comic book market since its creation in the late 1930s.
But that’s not all: you will also have plenty of time to discover a separate exhibition entitled
“He-Man and The Masters of the Universe”, created by the museum team on the basis of the
Maison d’Ailleurs collections, and presented in the Espace Jules Verne.
All events related to the vernissage are free.
Programme
5pm
|
Maison d’Ailleurs
		Museum opening
6.30pm 7.15pm |
Aula Magna (Château d’Yverdon)
		Official part
7.15pm 8pm
|
Aula Magna (Château d’Yverdon)
		Aperitif buffet
8pm
|
Maison d’Ailleurs
		Signing session with Mr Garcin et Sam Van Olffen
10pm |
Maison d’Ailleurs
		End of vernissage
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PARTNERS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Maison d’Ailleurs
Direction – curation
Administration
Conservation
Communication, marketing & events
Cultural mediation
Cultural mediation & Community manager
Technical
Reception

Marc Atallah
Jonas Zigliani
Frédéric Jaccaud			
Pauline Rouiller
Danilo Pierotti
Mercedes Gulin Koch
Mélinda Iuliano
Jérôme Vernez, Michaël Thévenaz
Jonathan Malgioglio

Co-curator of the exhibition

Jean-Michel Ferragatti

Scenography
Graphism
Multimedia conception

L’Illustre Atelier
Notter+Vigne & Danilo Pierotti
Impact Vision Sàrl

––

PARTNERS OF THE EXHIBITION
Main partners
Ville d’Yverdon-les-Bains
Loterie romande
Travys
Official partners
Banque Cantonale Vaudoise
Fondation Casino Barrière
Retraites Populaires
Famille Sandoz
Arts Visuels Vaud
Media partners
RTS
Le Matin
La Région
ActuSF

Partners
Le Centre BD de la Ville de Lausanne
Société Académique Vaudoise
Galerie Sakura
Ernest Gabella SA
Artgraphic Cavin SA
Ted Support
Sponsorship
Cave des Viticulteurs de Bonvillars
Boxer SA
La Semeuse
AMDA
Cultural partners
FIFF
FIFDH
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